Glass is an amorphous substance; it is
neither liquid nor solid, but rather it
exists in between.

Are these fragments fixed or falling?
Shards, flecks of dust. An exploded view.

The fragments of a photographic glass
plate broken and displayed in On glass,
sits an image, are still yet animate.

These images are not only broken;
they are eroding. I confuse image with
materiality: is that fresh snow? Is that
dappled sun? Is that decaying emulsion?

These fragments are images and objects
— the natural landscape they depict says
one thing, their materiality another.
Some of these protruding shapes bear the
traces of their destruction, while others
appear graceful, cut by chance’s hand.

I see thick pine trees and sun-baked
rocks. The swirl of a cumulus against
a shattered sky. I want to see beyond
the curve and jag of those edges. I try
to hold each image with my eyes, but
find myself grasping nothing.

The slow montage depicts each fragment
set against a black void. In this epic
theatre these pieces of a black and
white image, perform for us, inviting
us to reconstruct them.

The landscape’s grooves and peaks
are etched with deep geological time.

It is a photograph taken in 1903
by Henry A. Stanley. The image has
circulated for a hundred years, fragile
but vivid.
Suzanne Mooney has broken this image and
its circulation, but the force of this
gesture gives it life again, fracturing
it into new interpretations, new
transmissions.
Meaning sits upon the glass and is
dispatched through it. These fragments,
like a cracked phone screen, emit a
splintered glow.
We see in pieces these days.
These fragments are windows. They offer
many views. Each one repositions me:
at times I am flying overhead. At times
crouching amidst the rocks. At times
squinting through a cracked pane.
These fragments are not fragments,
but landscapes I have known.
Sounds of glass breaking, grinding,
rubbing — they are amorphous, stretched
beyond recognition.
Slow rumbles, spiraling pitches, thin
shrieks. The soundscape emerges gently,
like a glacier, penetrating every
crack and valley, giving the illusion
of inexhaustibility, destructive and
encompassing.

These fragments are a reminder of
the futility of seeing the whole.
The fragment is singular, irreducible.
It is a mountain in New Hampshire.
Thoreau and Emerson wrote of this
rocky, lonely summit. Do they stand,
transcendent, in the landscape?
Is that the cap of a wave or the roll
of a hill?
Are those carvings on the rocks letters?
Am I writing or inventing this landscape?
These fragments are mirrors, a looking
glass on which an image sits, together
with my own: landscapes I’ve seen, times
I recall. Images tilting this way, that
way; kaleidoscopic.
I colour the greys, the blacks, the
whites.
Interlocking planes, times, spaces.
Reconfigured.
Mooney has set off a process. She
has shattered a view. She has made
multiplicity.
These fragments are not fragments,
but landscapes I have known.Now it
is the badlands of Alberta.
Now the Blue Ridge Mountains.
Now the Adirondacks.

These fragments score imperceptible
movement, ineffable feeling. Lulled
with a breathless beauty, then coiled,
clenched tight. Even the silence is full
of sound. It’s breaking is continuous.
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